
Exploring a cave, you are amazed by the variety of intricate paintings on the walls. It 

appears that a terrible tragedy once befell this tribe, but in their darkest hour, the people 

rallied with messages of hope.

NOTE: This puzzle must be solved in the vicinity of Waterplace Park.

First, find these:

A) Building an earth involves more scaffolding than I thought.

B) These hopes and dreams are sweet, but the second and seventh are a bit redundant.

C) Perhaps the Beatles can heal this broken heart.

D) Are those the author’s initials, or do they just stand for “bunny rabbit”?

E) A unicorn!? I didn’t know those existed! I bet I’ll never see one again as long as I live.

F) Cool, another unicorn.

G)G) I’d like two, please.

H) Most constellations are seen at night, but the “anchor of the sky” only comes out in daylight. 

I) Yes, I named my ladybug “Ladybug.” Is that weird?

J) I left you a sugar cookie on the red table.

K) At the space program’s peak, we sent up fourteen flags, a heart, and an ad for gun control.

L) Our love is like that of two jagged carrots.
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Then, on those six, find these:

1) Annie, when writing down your lyrics, you might want to make “tomorrow” more visible. 

2) The world would never accept their love, so Fido and Frisky met secretly at night.

3) You can see this football game so much more clearly from the Hope Section.

4) This is our underwater tribute to an Aretha Franklin song.

5) Recipe for a little rainbow at sea: lots of raindrops plus nouns popping out of the sun. 

6)6) Even as his habitat melts, this penguin believes in a brighter tomorrow.

7) The two girls bonded over their love of giant shoes.

8) Looks like someone’s seen the Wizard and isn’t so cowardly anymore.

9) In next week’s episode, Troy and Abed have a picnic, but ants invade!

10) Hark the herald Pooh Bear sings, glory to the green hunny...

11) Red, white, and blue Trivial Pursuit is much faster. You only need three wedges.

12) The rare stars and stripes butterfly eludes my net again!

13)13) You’d be surprised how hard it is to tattoo letters onto eagle wings.

14) “The power of change” looks a lot like a globe with a psychedelic ribbon on top.

15) ... and they fly lowest when Charlie Brown gets them caught in a tree.

16) Lean over further, palm tree, I’m trying to paint the ocean.

17) One of the three birds flew down to investigate the source of the yellow clouds.

18) Nine giants “united in peace,” some of whom can walk on water.

19) Noah made sure to bring the giraffes.

20)20) Nine grapes, nine blueberries, nine raspberries, and nine... cyanberries, maybe?

21) Poor Chris. His name is too long, and his letters are too big.

22) In this course, we’ll learn about cosines, logarithms, but first... the pineapple.

23) Help! I’m knee deep in lime juice and fleeing from some sort of pirate/parrot creature! 

24) Numbers 1 through 19 may have all been failures, but this one was worth it.
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